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Abstract: Simulation supports are intermediary objects that help in anticipating the behavior of production systems
are important in designs that involve Ergonomics Work Analysis (EWA) method and Future Activity Analysis (FAA)
approach. The objective is to describe the process of transformation design of a productive situation using three
areas of study: Ergonomics, Simulation and Plant Layout Design. The focus is on the application of intermediary
objects during the design process. This article involves a reflective practice of a single case study in which the
activity-centered ergonomics approach was employed in the design of productive situations. The described case
took place at a plastic film roll manufacturing plant. In this work were used the computational techniques and tools
for the design of productive situations: Computer Aided Design, Digital Human Modeling and Simulation, Discrete
Event Simulation and Game Engine. The use of these intermediary objects potentially reduces the time spent on
design, makes better use of investment resources, contributes to an understanding of current and future capacity, and
provides ergonomic improvements of the work situation for future users. The integration of different intermediate
objects at the perspective of ergonomics, like digital human simulation, discrete event simulation and game engine
can contribute to simulate future work in the design process.
Keywords: ergonomics, workspace design, simulation, intermediary objects.

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the design of work situations in
participatory ergonomics. In this context, this research
highlights the standpoint of activity as an engineering design
paradigm, focusing on the use of intermediary objects as
anticipators of future work and a means of communication
in the participatory design process (JONG; VINK, 2002;
BROBERG; ANDERSEN; SEIM, 2011; VINCK, 2011;
ANDERSEN; BROBERG, 2015; BITTENCOURT;
DUARTE; BÉGUIN, 2017).
Based on the Activity-centered Ergonomics approach,
in which the concept of work centers on activity
(GARRIGOU et al., 1995; WISNER, 1995; GUÉRIN et al.,
2001), two key points for the development of this
research are highlighted: the (re)construction of activity
(DANIELLOU; RABARDEL, 2005; BÉGUIN, 2008a)
and the intermediary objects of design (VINCK, 2011;
ANDERSEN; BROBERG, 2015; BÉGUIN, 2008b;
BROBERG, 2008; VINK; RHIJN; SEIM, 2008; SEIM,
BROBERG, 2010).
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Interventions in productive situations seek to meet
different objectives according to the historical moment,
region and economy in which they operate. In the logic
of Ergonomics, the transformation of a work situation
necessarily includes the means of performing the likely
future work (DANIELLOU, 2002). This relationship
is inseparable – one cannot think of environments and
technical work devices as separate from their use in fulfilling
the task. In other words, the perspective of the activity must
be integrated in the design right from the start, when the
choices occur at the work system level, rather than at the
end, when the discussion covers specific issues related to
work stations (JONG; VINK, 2002; BÉGUIN, 2007; LIMA;
DUARTE, 2014).
The method of activity-centered ergonomics is
Ergonomic Work Analysis (EWA). The main characteristic
of EWA is that it is a method for examining the complexity
of work, responding to a specific question and guiding
proposals for operative solutions (WISNER, 2004). In this
study, the issue to be addressed is the packaging task in a
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plastic film manufacturing plant, which is analyzed and
reconstructed from the ergonomic standpoint.
Simulation supports that help in anticipating the
behavior of production systems are important in designs
that involve EWA and Future Activity Analysis (FAA)
(BÉGUIN, 2003; DANIELLOU, 2007). When conducting
design processes, digital human modeling and simulation
(DHMS) are particularly helpful in building future
scenarios and foreseeing situations of use (LARING et al.,
1996; COLOMBO; CUGINI, 2005; FRITZSCHE et al.,
2012; FONTES et al., 2014). Moreover, in a computing
environment, discrete event simulation (DES) is able to
reproduce systems under study by means of a model, which
is then used to perform experiments, anticipating the analysis
of scenarios (KELTON; SADOWSKI; STURROCK, 2007).
The development of the model is one of the phases in
simulation design, whose conception implies the observation
of the real situation for subsequent modeling, with emphasis
on adherence to real production systems (BANKS et al.,
2010). The technique focuses on the development of the
simulation model, a computational intermediary object,
which serves to represent the system of interest at the
appropriate represents systems of interest at an appropriate
level of detail (BANKS, 1998; KELTON; SADOWSKI;
STURROCK, 2007).
Based on a case study, the purpose of this paper is to
describe the process of transformation design of a productive
situation using three areas of study, Ergonomics, Simulation
and Plant Layout Design, focusing on the application of
intermediary objects as interfaces.
This article is structured as follows: This section, the
introduction, presents the objective, theoretical background
and structure of the text; section two explains the method
employed; section three describes the results; section
four discusses these results; and section five presents our
conclusions.

2. Methods
The methodology used in this article involves a reflective
practice of a single case study in which the activity-centered
ergonomics approach was employed in the design of
productive situations. The case was developed from a
partnership between a plastic film roll manufacturing plant
and a research group of the Department of Production
Engineering at the Federal University of São Carlos.
The choice of case study as a research method occurred
because it was used to explore and examine relationships
between data in depth from different sources of evidence
(YIN, 2009). This author also concluded that multiple
sources increase the credibility, reliability and confirmation
of the study.
The research presents intermediary objects as interfaces
between the fields of study, which were used in the case to
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reconstruct the activity from an existing situation. Figure 1
illustrates the conceptual and methodological framework
used in the project.
Intermediary objects enable the establishment of links
to be established between the three fields of study and their
relationship, in order to understand the initial context and to
design the new reality of the future workstation.
Work Analysis and Design were carried out in the field of
Ergonomics; Physical Design Alternatives and Production
Factors were evaluated by means of Simulation; and the
Physical Layout Design was developed by Plant Design.
This sequence of activities of the project was nonlinear,
i.e., some of the stages were carried out concomitantly.
Table 1 describes the areas of development of this study, the
stages, methods, techniques and tools of process analysis
and design.

Figure 1. Conceptual framework for activity-oriented approach
to ergonomics and plant design.
Table 1. Areas of study of the design process.
Areas of
study

Stages

Demand analysis
Task analysis
Activity analysis
Diagnosis
Ergonomics Participatory Conceptual
Design
Human Simulation
(Static and Dynamic)
Discrete
event
simulation
(DES)

Plant
Design
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Conceptualization and
infrastructure
Modelling
Simulation
Equipment list
Product mix
Production flows
Templates
2D Layout
3D Modeling
3D Layout
Virtual scenarios

Techniques and Tools
Films, Task Description
Sheet; Ergonomic Work
Analysis (EWA) and
Perception Questionnaire
AutoCAD 2013
(Autodesk)
Delmia V5R18 –
Human Builder Module
(Dessault Systèmes)
Computational modeling
with Arena v.11.0
(Rockwell Software)

AutoCAD 2013
(Autodesk), Photos,
films, on-site
measurements, Game
Engine
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3. Results
3.1. Case development
The case described in this paper took place at a plastic
film roll manufacturing plant. The production process
consists of operations that can be grouped into film roll
production, roll cutting, and roll packaging. Some of the
rolls are metalized before packaging or cutting into smaller
rolls.
The project developed at the manufacturing plant
consisted of ergonomic work analysis in the film
metallization, roll cutting and packaging departments; as
well as a general study of layout and materials handling.
This case was selected for analysis as the final solution
for the operations could provide the ergonomic analysis to
overall layout design and materials handling in a bottom‑up
approach.
The project was carried out by working group composed
of members of the university (four teachers, two masters
students and eight undergraduates of the areas of production
engineering, ergonomics, simulation and health) and by
members of the company (production managers/supervisors,
engineering, and occupational safety/health).
This article discusses the packaging task and the results
are grouped in three sections presented below.

3.1.1. Ergonomics
The ergonomic study used EWA (GARRIGOU et al.,
1995; WISNER, 1995) in the stages of demand, task and
activity analysis in order to assess the determinants of work
situation constraints. Based on these analyses, a diagnosis

was prepared to support a discussion about the difference
between task and activity, variability, workload and mode
of operation.
Based on the diagnosis, a conceptual design was created
of the future situation, which was the result of a collective
construction aided by a human modeling and simulation
software program. The purpose of this intermediary object
was to render the solution proposals explicit in order to
instigate discussions and developments within the working
group.
The EWA and the development activities of the
conceptual design involved the following procedures:
systematic filming of the work situations, drafting of task
description sheets detailing the difficulties involved in
each operation performed at the analyzed workstations,
application of the EWA tool to assess the risks to which
workers are exposed in each situation, application of
perception questionnaires to workers of the workstations
(79 respondents), physical modeling using Computer
Aided Design (CAD), and human simulation in digital
environments to anticipate uses at the workstations.
The images in Figure 2 represent work situations
modeled in AutoCAD and exported to the DHMS Human
Builder tool - Delmia (Dassault Systèmes) of a pallet cart
(packaging task). These intermediary objects enabled the
working group to evaluate different design parameters in
different anthropometric extremes, selecting requisites for
the technical device. The application of this support is also
discussed by (FONTES et al., 2014).
Figure 3 shows a sequence of images taken from a film
of the dynamic simulation. This type of animation enabled

Figure 2. Static simulation with tests of anthropometric extremes.
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Figure 3. “Human dynamic simulation - packaging department” intermediary object created with DHMS.

the working group to visualize the likely future activity in
different work scenarios.
Dynamic simulation tool enables the understanding of
the sequence of activities at plastic packing workstation.

3.1.2. Discrete event simulation
The purpose of the simulation study, which was carried
out using discrete-event simulation software, was to
develop a model of the company’s operations and simulate
alternatives designed for reference scenario, for validation,
and future scenario, according to the new layout design.
The operations represented were primary and secondary
roll cutting, metallization process and packaging for
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inventory or shipping, besides the rolls handling required
by these areas.
Several authors (KELTON; SADOWSKI; STURROCK,
2007; BANKS et al., 2010; BANKS, 1998) present similar
methodologies for DES projects, divided into stages. Based
on these authors, the simulation study consisted of three
stages: conceptualization and infrastructure; modeling;
and simulation.
In the initial stage, conceptualization and infrastructure,
the operations to be designed were defined, concurrently
with the physical layout design, using the company’s data
on production times and equipment maintenance based on
available records.
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The next step, modeling, involved the creation of the
simulation model for the two outlined scenarios, which were
validated jointly by the company and research group teams,
based on the company’s production figures.
Lastly, in the actual simulation stage, the model was run
for a one-year production horizon. A set of performance
indicators was considered, which included the production
of rolls by type, percentage of utilization of production
resources (cutting and metallization machines, and
packaging team), percentage of utilization of material
handling equipment (forklifts), and roll storage area
(quantification of pallet positions). Figure 4 shows a
software representation of the discrete simulation of the
area of the packaging process. The graphic interface was
used both as a means to verify if the model represented the
operations properly and to validate the model’s responses
to reality.
As previously discussed, ergonomic problems were
reported at packaging activities at floor level, due to
inappropriate positioning of workers at plastic film roll
fixing on pallets. With the agreement of stakeholders from
the company and university´s teams, a new alternative
was designed by means of an elevator platform and a cart
for better location of packaging accessories. Ergonomic
techniques and tools (listed at Table 1) supported the new
project. However, as new procedures and operation time
were consequently modified, the simulation model was used
to evaluate the new productivity of packaging department,
under a more appropriate ergonomic condition.

3.1.3. Facility layout and design
The study of the layout and movement of materials in
the areas of primary and secondary cutting, metallization,
and cutting of metallized rolls, was accomplished by means
of CAD modeling aided by photos, filming and on-site
measurements. The purpose of this study was to rearrange
the equipment in the sectors of the plant, evaluating different
layout possibilities and their impacts.
This study was followed by the construction of the
virtual scenario for validation using Game Engine (GE),
a computer program with libraries that simplify the
development of electronic games. The creation of these
3D models resulted in a figurative representation of the
situation, allowing considerations about ergonomic aspects,
safety and interference between activities and sectors to be
introduced in the design process.
The final proposal for transforming the work situations
was validated with intermediary object “virtual scenario”,
which was created with the support of a Game Engine.
Figures 5 and 6 illustrate this scenario.
Virtual scenario, as seen in Figures 5 and 6, provides
a better understanding of the proposals of future layout,
manly production resources equipment positioning, space
occupation and their mutual interaction.

4. Discussion
Ergonomics is one of the ways used in engineering to
successfully incorporate the possible future activities of
workers/users of technical systems in designs (or re‑designs)

Figure 4. “Simulation model – packaging department” intermediary object created with DES.
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Figure 5. “Virtual scenario – roll cutting sector” intermediary
object created with Game Engine.

Figure 6. “Virtual scenario – packaging department” intermediary
object created with Game Engine.

(BÉGUIN, 2003). Project teams should therefore use
participatory approaches with different intermediary
objects, such as the computational objects discussed in
this article. The use of intermediary objects allows one to
schematize and qualify the relationships between actors
(creating bridges between different technical and social
worlds), and provides support for project development,
recording and documenting the temporal evolution of the
phases (VINCK, 2009).
There are several computational techniques and tools for
the analysis and conception of production systems (ZÜLCH,
2012). In this work, four main types of software programs
were used for the design of productive situations: CAD,
DES, GE and DHMS.
CAD tools are used to create floor plans and physical
layouts. The general characteristics of designs or projects
created with this technology have high dimensional
accuracy, the possibility of incorporating large amounts of
technical information about the object and the environment
in which it is inserted, and the possibility of creating new
and different versions without the need to lose information.
Another key feature of projects developed in CAD is the
static nature of its representation, but this can be changed
by using other technologies such as, for instance, simulation
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tools, which add a dynamicity that is closer to the real world
and facilitate visualization/interaction with the model.
The use of computing environments allowed the
development of various types of simulation. Digital human
modeling and simulation (DHMS) tools are used because
of the need to incorporate the human element in the design,
enabling the analysis of biomechanical and postural
requirements of future tasks, the validation of areas and
their scope of action, and the prediction of visual ranges and
accessibility. Moreover, simulation allows the assessment
of virtual environments through the analysis of new work
situations in different scenarios, and hence is more than
simply a means of representing reality (BRAATZ et al.,
2013).
The instrumented use of this object enabled us to include
in the discussion not only the physical issues but also work
organization-related issues, by allowing, for example, an
analysis of the collective work in the proposed scenario.
This understanding was facilitated and supported by the
dynamic and static simulations.
Another characteristic of discrete event simulation that
must be evidenced is the possibility to better represent
real life proceedings. Theoretical probability distributions
are used in the models, based on historical data collected
in real work situations, which brings a more realistic
representation.
As for the usefulness of discrete event simulation,
its relevance increases as production systems become
more dynamic and present a higher interaction between
the resources involved. This interaction is not limited
only by human-machine interface, but also includes rules
that condition work (working shifts, stoppages, meals
scheduling, etc.), operational rules (setup, sequencing,
etc.) and materials availability and finished product flows.
Thus, as an intermediary object of the design process, the
simulation model successfully represented these elements.
From the quantitative standpoint, it was possible to
quantify the materials handling equipment to the new
layout, and validate the roll cutting, metallization and
packaging resources, and to determine the required size of
the product storage area. To complement the quantitative
results, the model made specific contributions to the design
process. The main contribution was the achievement of a
communication channel and the possibility of interaction
among the members of the work team.
Although the graphic representation has a lack of
details due to 2D representation, the model was useful
for detecting modeling inconsistencies (e.g., by means
of queues behavior analysis, identification of the status
of resources and the occupation of storage positions) and
dynamically monitoring the system’s evolution over time.
Displays and other graphic elements were used to indicate,
for instance, queue sizes, the status of production resources
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and the production of rolls. It was also possible to monitor
the operation of materials handling resources (forklifts and
carts). The queue dynamics enabled the identification of
space required for the rolls on the shop floor, and the need
for pallet storage positions.
The application of Game Engine for purposes other
than entertainment has been investigated in several areas,
including architecture, safety, medicine and tourism.
The discussion of the facility layout and design was
facilitated by the high graphic quality of representation of
the 3D environment, extensive library, easy interaction, and
the possibility of event programming. However, the platform
presented limitations in terms of available modeling, in
updating designs imported from CAD files, and in terms
of the accuracy of measurements.
It must be evidenced that these tools facilitated the
understanding of design project proposals of the working
group members (designers and non-designers), enabling
them to participate more actively in the discussion
and conception of workspaces and in the design and
dimensioning of the production factors. The inclusion of
the human element in the graphic representations allowed a
better reflection about future work, which supported in the
technical and social construction of the solution.

5. Conclusions
Based on the results obtained in this case, it can be
concluded that the use of these intermediary objects
potentially reduces the time spent on design, makes better
use of investment resources, contributes to an understanding
of current and future capacity, and provides ergonomic
improvements of the work situation for future users.
In addition, such simulations enable one to predict
both production and worker needs, playing a key role in
favoring and encouraging the participation of the various
stakeholders in the construction and validation of future
work scenarios.
Lastly, it was concluded that a need for innovation in the
design of productive units is the inclusion of the perspective
of activity (according to the concept of ergonomics), starting
from a knowledge base, analysis of reference situations,
reconstruction of the activity, and interaction among
workers, ergonomists, designers and others involved in the
design process. Thus, the application of the tools analyzed
here helps both in the technical construction of the proposed
solutions and in the social construction involving the various
participants.
Considering the limitation that the project was applied
to the necessities of one specific company, the integration
of intermediate objects at ergonomics, discrete event
simulation and plant design areas, can contribute to future
research at industrial projects with spatial restrictions and
ergonomic requirements. The proposal was afterwards
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implemented by the focused company, which reveals the
strength of the integration of design tools that are commonly
used individually.
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